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the universe exists right along with you …and you exist in a personalized way …as you 
truly desire! 

6. If this sounds too weird to believe …or even understand, then be aware that 
your body was born in this world …while you were borne into this “great” world! …but, 
because you have identified yourself with your body for so long and completely …and so 
emotionally and intensely, you cannot tell yourself from your body …and you only relate 
to being born here, when actually you were borne here from afar, …and, unfortunately, 
your parents and teachers suffering with the same problem have taught you many beliefs 
and ways to survive and get along in this great world, …however, in all of those 
teachings, three tremendous understandings were omitted …or languaged away… 

7. Events are not occurring all around you! …whatever you truly desire to become 
and be …you already are!...and if that which is greater than …is not also lesser than 
that which it is greater than, then it is not greater than! 

8. This is true of both you and the universe you live in! …therefore, the greater 
world and universe you suppose you live in is also lesser than you, …and you are both 
greater and lesser than the world and universe around you, …for, “as you were borne 
into this world, the world was born into you”, …would you like to know the eternalself 
that was borne into this world? 

9. If so, then some clear dark night, look carefully at the stars overhead and 
realize that you are light years away in space and in future time from the stars you see 
…and you are seeing what the stars were …not what they are; …in much the same way, 
if you will look into the future and reveal the image you see of what you most desire to be 
or become, then like seeing a star, you are actually seeing who you already are! …and 
this is just one emergent miracle of the universe! …are you willing to be and live this 
true past of yourself? …and the miracles it offers? 

10. Life …and the universe is plenary forward and backward …such that while you 
are busy trying to become in a world you believe you were born in, you are forsaking the 
self you “already are” which was borne into this world. This is not a trueself or realself 
or spiritual being …”as opposed” to the personalbeing that was born here, the you that 
was borne here is a companion …in communion with you, …it is, you might say, a 
“greater·lesser  you”! 

11. Does it surprise you to hear there are two of you? You have frequently wondered 
about that …haven’t you? Well, it’s true! …there are two of you, living in communion, 
sharing your life! These are two definite and personalized beings …neither of which is an 
abstract or unconscious spiritual being! …are you interested in knowing more about the 
two of you? …and the universe around you? 
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12. If not, then remember that one of the saddest aspects of a physical/spiritual life 

is the inability to live and express your dreams and desires to the fullest extent, such 
that, at a certain point in life, you will find yourself with unfulfilled expressions laying 
idle in your mind and life. These are not, necessarily, physical dreams of what you want 
to do or become that will never be realized, …they are dreams of who you truly are that 
will not be realized in this lifetime, …yet, in memory [Book 10], these dreams can be 
fulfilled …which will enable you to be content in life [Book 23], …for you are far 
greater in memory than you realize! 

13. Einstein declared that massive bodies in the universe curve the fabric of 
spacetime! …while this is not actually true …or not all that is occurring, and we will 
discuss that later, for now, let’s consider that, in the same way, you curve the personal 
spacetime around you …and that curved spacetime stretches out continuously in all 
directions from you. Your personal spacetime is like being on the surface of a ball, such 
that any movement in any direction toward what you truly desire to be or become is also 
a movement away from who you already are; …unless you realize this and live fully and 
contentedly who you are, you will, at every moment, unknowingly move both toward and 
away from the self and life you truly desire, …which may make life seem hopeless and 
meaningless …and without purpose. 

14. Are you guiding, directing, and sustaining your mindfulself and life through 
memory …or struggling with body·you memories? Are you declaring and living the 
meaningful promise of your mindfulself …or hoping to live a meaningful and purposeful 
body·self and life? No matter what you are doing, since the universe has promised to “be 
to you as you are to the universe”, your promise or purpose in life is the universe’s 
promise and purpose to you! 

15. You give promise and purpose …and meaning to life …and to the universe! 
…does that surprise you? [Books 9, 14] 

16. Those who claim the universe came into being in a Big Bang frequently declare 
there was “no before”! …or even if there was a before, no one can possibly determine 
what existed and happened before that moment of creation, …and those who believe in 
God, as the creator, proclaim that “what was before creation is God’s business …not 
mine, so I’ll let God be concerned about that!” …fortunately, none of these beliefs are 
true! …for, before the Big Bang, if a Big Bang actually occurred, was, and is today, a 
multitude of quiescent mind [1A 41-44], …so do not limit your awarenesses and 
realizations to the first of first’s being, for data·information, which is mind, is something 
that appears as nothing, …the Big Bang which is better described as a Big Rumble, 
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merely made it possible for that something of mind that appears as nothing to appear as 
something! 

17. Two scientists, a quantum physicist with an electron microscope …and an 
astronomer with his soon-to-be Webb telescope, are looking at a multitude universe! 
[Book 12]…the quantum physicist sees particles within particles within particles until he 
sees particles that just wink into existence, endure for a moment, and suddenly wink out 
of existence, …while the astronomer sees glowing multitudes of particles encompassing 
multitudes of particles encompassing multitudes of particles stretching out 
indeterminately in time and space. 

18. Both scientists, without realizing it, are actually seeing the same particles! 
[Books 2 and 12] 

19. In much the same way, you were not created! …the physical universe makes it 
possible for you to “appear and experience and express”! …for you are data·information-
mind appearing as you, …and as you can be aware of and realize the universe as 
quiescent mind before it appeared …or was composed in a Big Bang, you can be aware of 
and realize yourself before you were born …and borne into this world, so you can fully 
personalize and experience yourself and all things as you truly desire …but we are 
getting ahead of before! 

20. Before the beginning was not a singularity! …what is believed to be a singularity 
…and spoken of as oneness, physical or spiritual oneness, is a multitude! …and 
multitude is a state of being many [Book 12]. All was quiescent mind of dynamic data 
…which was “ordained” by memory as information, …all was random, universal, and 
serene! …the beginning was the coalescence of data·information …such that formed 
energy and matter expansively appeared! …all was particularized with time and space so 
it could be personalized and experienced! …such that now, as you have experienced 
matter and energy, you believe the physical universe is composed only of matter and 
energy, …don’t you? …and you probably believe that matter and energy can be 
transformed from one state to the other …but cannot be created or destroyed, …right? 
Well, let’s consider this very carefully …and see if this is true. 

21. Since many people believe that matter and energy are immersed in spirit, it is 
important to realize that nothing is spirit “as opposed to” physical, for what is considered 
spiritual is still physical …not-visible or not-appearing physical to be certain, but a 
physical that includes both that which is visible or appearing …and that which is not-
visible but can appear! …this physical is natural, [Book 15], …however, by setting 
physical and spiritual as different or in opposition, you keep what is unseen from 
appearing or phsyicalizing for you, …and you create unresolvable struggles and conflicts 
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in your body and life, …is that what you want to continue? …if so, then be aware this is 
not natural! 

22. All things, seen and unseen, are viscous states of mind! [Book 50] 
23. If you break down a chunk of matter to its constituent parts, you will discover 

that matter is composed of molecules and energy! …and in doing this, you will also find 
the data and information that is released in the process of reducing matter to molecules 
and energy. Then, if you unbind molecules of matter, you will discover those molecules 
are composed of atoms and energy …and the data·information that is locked up in atoms 
and energy. Now, if you split the atoms, you have subatomic particles, lots of energy, and 
the data·information that has been encapsulated in those tiny particles and energy 
…which was released in the process of reducing atoms to subatomic particles and energy. 
If you then destruct those tiny particles, you will have only energy …and the 
data·information gained in destructing the particles to energy. 

24. At this point, by reducing your chunk of matter to energy, you have reached the 
lower limits of science, …but you have energy …and all the data·information gained in 
this entire process, so let’s take another step past science and destroy the energy …or 
pull it apart, …and if you think this is impossible, remember, atoms were once considered 
the irreducibly small particles that came together to form the universe, but now you know 
that’s not true, …don’t you? Sooo, if you destroy the energy to “nothing”, you will still 
have all the data·information you’ve gained in this process that has been locked up in 
matter and energy, …in other words, in this you have reduced the “stuff of the universe” 
to data·information …which is mind! 

25. Actually, in this, you have reduced everything to data …and the information 
created through this action of reducing formed matter to data, …and from all of this, it 
is quite obvious that all composed things of the universe follow the tenants that form data 
into information. 

26. Data·information is mind! …and information is the pattern of the universe! 
…but, unfortunately you believe mind is as it is defined …as “the part of a person that 
knows and thinks and feels and wishes and chooses; intellect or understanding or mental 
ability; reason; mental or physical activity …as opposed to matter; a conscious or 
intelligent agency or being; consciousness”, …but all of these definitions, like irreducible 
atoms, are faulty, for, mind, like all mental activity, begins with data and information! 
…and the information that is mind is further reducible to data …which is quiescent mind; 
…and the action of combining data into information …and manipulating information is 
minding …not thinking, just minding. 
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27. Thus it is that data·information as mind is vitally important, for it is the very 

essence and foundation of the universe …a mindful universe! 
28. Maybe you don’t remember that, years ago, when blackholes were first 

discussed, scientists were terribly upset because, if everything disappeared down a 
blackhole …never to escape, then data and information could be lost forever! …as a 
consequence, blackholes were revised to possess an outer “event horizon” which energy 
and matter could move beyond and fall into the blackhole, but data and information, 
being without mass, could not be pulled by gravity past the event horizon into the 
blackhole, thus the event horizon kept data and information out of blackholes, …however, 
this is not exactly true, for just as energy is trapped in matter, data·information, being 
coalesced to energy and matter, is trapped in energy and matter …and is sucked down a 
blackhole, …then as matter and energy are disintegrated to data·information …called 
active mind, it escapes from the blackhole and is released to the universe to be coalesced 
again as energy and matter, …thus, constantly renewing the universe! 

29. Though many people doubt the existence of blackholes, the original mission of the 
Hubble Telescope was to “prove or disprove” the existence of blackholes, …which were 
“proved”! …in fact, it was shown that massive blackholes exist at the center of most 
galaxies …including our own! 

30. Of course, if you fell  into a blackhole, your body would be stretched beyond 
recognition and then torn apart atom by atom …particle by particle …leaving only 
energy, which would also be torn apart …leaving only random data·information that had 
been the body you were borne into, …of course, mindfulyou, which had been borne into 
that body, not having been composed …and thus having no mass, would not be affected by 
all of this, …and the stretching and tearing would also cease because body·you, being 
only a shadow of itself, would have no density for gravity to continue acting upon. 
Through all of this, while body·you is shredded …and reduced to random data and 
returned to the universe, for mindfulyou, as data·information, everything remains pretty 
much “as usual”! 

31. The same is true if you pull a shoulder muscle, …in that, mindfulyou does not 
actually hurt even though body·you is seriously stressed and pained …this distress is 
essentially a “non-issue” to mindfulyou! …and the same is true at death as your body 
decomposes, …physical death [Book 54] is a “non-issue” to mindfulyou! …isn’t that 
grand!? 

32. Theoretically, a blackhole is binary energy-matter that has been crushed by 
gravity to a point of zero volume and infinite density …which is a singularity of 
unnumbered singularities, …also known as a multitude of singularity! 
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33. Everything in the universe constantly changes state …from singulary to binary 

and back to singulary, …which is not to be confused with a singularity, for singulary is 
“unnumbered singularities”, which is not oneness either, for everything is a multitude! 
Everything in the universe constantly changes from mind to energy-matter to mind, yet, 
remains as data·information. 

34. Mind is not anti-energy-matter, for mind is not the reverse or opposite of 
energy-matter, …mind, like spiritual …though not spiritual, is the expansion of binary 
energy-matter to infinite volume of zero density …and never opposes energy-matter …or 
anything physical. 

35. While memory holds data together as data·information, …to coalesce and form 
binary energy-matter, blackholes release the binary bond of energy-matter …and return 
everything to a singulary …as a multitude of data·information! 

36. The influence of memory increases and intensifies to coalesce energy-matter to 
recognizable and measurable mass, …and greater memorized-mass acts strongly on 
lesser coalescences, …and gravity is born! 

37. Gravity, as “intensified memory”, is a state in which eternal data·information is 
temporarily coalesced to energy-matter, …and blackholes release this intensified memory 
bond …and return binary energy-matter back to data·information. This binary-to-
singulary-to-binary-self-renewing-process is the eternal essence of the universe which 
enables you, as data·information, to eternally  live and die …and thrive! 

38. A blackhole does not trap energy and matter …and release it to an alternate 
universe, a blackhole of intensified memory decomposes energy and matter to 
data·information …and releases that back to this universe to be coalesced again to energy 
and matter; …in this the universe is ever-self-renewing …as all things in the universe 
are ever-changing·ever-self-renewing; …this is not immortality …it is eternalness! 

39. So it is that whatever is composed …decomposes! …and self-renews again and 
again! 

40. “So,” you might ask, “how did this ever-self-renewing action get started? Who or 
what set this process into motion?” 

41. From what we have described, can you visualize a condition before the universe, 
not of energy and matter …or even of a singularity of extremely dense energetic matter, 
but of a field or state or multitude of only data …called quiescent mind? …though using 
the word “field” is incorrect, because, in quiescent mind, active space does not even exist. 
Quiescent mind is data without energy or mass, …this data is something that is nothing 
…that is constantly in motion without moving! …which is like an electron that is a 
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particle …yet, as a wave, is not a particle! No one has ever seen an electron, yet it is a 
vital aspect of atoms …which are the basis of matter in the universe. 

42. Let’s consider Einstein’s “Spooky Theory” …in which he declared that if a 
particle is divided in half and the parts are separated an infinite distance apart, if you 
then disturb one piece of the particle, the other piece simultaneously responds as though 
the parts are still joined! Einstein declared that since there is no time delay in this 
response, the parts could not be communicating, …so he wondered what was occurring 
…and he considered that no matter what was happening it was rather “spooky”. 

43. We will answer Einstein’s query in a moment, but first, are you aware of 
“entanglements”? …in which science declares that any two or more particles that are 
once related or entangled, continue acting together as one in the future even if those 
particles are separated across the universe, …as in Einstein’s Spooky Theory, what is 
going on? …well, memory is going on! 

44. Now, let’s return to “before the universe” certainly before a Big Bang or Big 
Rumble beginning, to a condition of a multitude of quiescent mind, which is data that is 
something yet not a thing …in random motion yet not moving, …and this is certainly 
before the universe began …because active time and space do not even exist in this 
condition of quiescent mind; …this is a genesis! …a genuine beginning that is not a 
beginning! ….for nothing has begun. In this condition of quiescent mind, data randomly 
colliding creates a memory or imprint of each “event”, …and even though the data that 
has collided is then separated across the universe, the impact-memory binds that data as 
information …and a whole lot more! 

45. Randomly colliding data should not be compared to balls on a pool table 
careening from here to there, …for randomly colliding data appears here …then appears 
there without traversing the space from here to there; …this seeming motion is a common 
occurrence in the universe even today, …and in appearing here or there, appearing data 
can certainly collide with other data already here or there, …and that collision leaves a 
memory-impact on both, which entangles them …and binds them together in memory even 
if separated. 

46. From this, after endless collisions over billions of earth years, all 
data·information was memoryed …or entangled. This is not a interconnection, for there 
is nothing interconnecting! …and this certainly is not a oneness or wholeness, for 
memory enables everything to remain separate and individual yet act together as one …or 
as a whole! 

47. Let’s describe this in different words; …in a state of quiescent mind …which 
existed before time, space, consciousness, or “stuff”, dynamic-data …or seething-data, 
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which is something that is nothing …like a particle that is a wave, is in motion but not 
moving …for there is no active time or space in this before·universe, …actually, it is 
more-accurate to say that time and space are quiescent in this before·universe! 

48. Do you understand motion without moving in a before·universe of quiescent time 
and space? …think of your television screen where things move this way and that way 
…and fly so high they go off the screen …or blow up completely, yet nothing on the 
screen moves …pixels light up and change! …or think of the scrolling sign in Times 
Square which seems to move news in continuous sentences around the building, 
…obviously, nothing on the sign is moving, lights turn on and off in a sequence such that 
the words seem to appear and be in motion …but they don’t actually move. 

49.  Or maybe you enjoy the movies …where everything happens on the big screen 
…yet nothing is actually moving, …the projector presents one “still frame” after another 
…and you make that sequence appear as movement; …two men do not fight …you fight 
them, and you make the airplanes fly, the boats sail, and the cars race, …and just for 
the fun of it, you blow things up with a big bang! 

50.  If you have that picture of sequencing in mind, then consider that science has 
shown that, on a quantum level, particles can move from point A to point B without 
traversing the intervening space, …that’s motion without moving! …that’s appearing here 
and then appearing there! 

51. In 1993 information was transmitted from one point in space to another place by 
appearing-here·appearing-there! Particles and atoms have been teleported! …and now 
even energy has been moved from one place to another without crossing the intervening 
space. It seems that “motion without moving” is becoming commonplace, …of course, in 
all of this, scientists are only doing what the universe has done naturally for billions of 
years! 

52.   Maybe, instead of a physical·spiritual world …or even a physical universe of 
matter and energy in a field of consciousness, we are  beginning to see the mindful 
universe appearing in a field of mind as it naturally is! [Book 15] 

53.  Certainly, you remember the old Zen koan that asks, “If a tree falls in the 
forest …and no one is around to hear, does the tree make a sound?” Well, just so you 
will finally know, the answer is, “No, …certainly not!” …though the falling tree creates 
a wave, which is something that is nothing, until you are there to hear and give sound or 
voice to the falling tree …it makes no sound. 

54. Now, consider whether, if no one is around, the tree actually falls? The answer 
again is, “No, …certainly not!” …for though the tree appears vertical …and then 
horizontal, just as in the quantum world a particle can move from point A to point B 
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without transiting the intervening space, the tree moves from vertical (point A) to any 
point B between vertical and horizontal without traversing the intervening space, 
…actually, the tree appears here then there then there then horizontal …but without 
memories of previous poistions~and, remember, you are not there~motion as moving does 
not actually occur! …thus, the tree is vertical then horizontal but does not move from 
vertical to horizontal, …yet, no  matter where you test in between you will find the tree, 
but there is no falling tree! 

55. From this, you can understand that, like a tree in the forest, the universe does 
not event events! 

56. In the same way, the before·universe without active time or space, dynamic data 
in motion appears here then there without moving from here to there …and, as a random 
non-event …without intention or purpose, data A collides with data B …and impact-
memory readily combines and holds this occurrence together as information AB …which 
then collides with information CD …and combines as information ABCD. 

57. Now, because, in this illustration, CD had previously collided with E …and 
carries the impact memory of E, though E is now across the universe as indicated in 
Einstein’s Spooky Theory, CD brings E to the impact with AB, which actually creates 
information ABCD …E, such that AB is aware of E …and E is part of AB though AB 
has never experienced E directly. 

58.  This is the beginning of consciousness …as memory·consciousness, …of being 
aware of what you have not experienced directly …or that is not visible, …this is 
knowing beyond knowing! 

59.  AB is E! …though AB has never experienced E …and has no memories about E! 
Remember this vital issue! …for you are, like AB, much more than everything you have 
ever experienced and stored as memories in this life! …and in all previous lives. 

60. In addition, AB is aware of everything E has collided with …and what that data 
previously collided with …such that memory·consciousness can be as expansive as the 
entire universe, …and, from this, it is clear that everything is what it naturally is …and 
is the promise of much, much more, for just as AB is AB, become ABCD, and is the 
promise of E and F and G …ad infinitum, everything in the universe is as it naturally is 
…and is as you are, as everyone is, and is as everyone is aware and perceives. The 
universe is to you as you are unto the universe! 

61. But, how in all of this did you come about? Well, as data·information 
accumulated through accretion, memory, and self-replicating particles, the increasing 
intensity of memory “reached out” and drew other data·information to itself …and that 
was the beginning of life [1B] …yourself included! Are you willing to immerse yourself 
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in data·information attracting data·information [Book 25, Truelistening] rather than 
continuing your struggle to be aware through memories of direct contact and experience? 

62. As soon as you think of how you should be …or how you want to become, you 
lose all awareness and realization of who you are! …and who you are is greater than 
you will let yourself imagine! 

63. And if you understand all of this, then you also understand that your intimate 
relationships are more about your own and your partner’s previous relationships and 
memories than about your actions today, …which clearly reveals that you are always 
living in the past, …how rich and enriching is your past? …what is the promise of your 
past? …and what does that reveal about your future? …and how is your true future 
revealed …do you know? 

64. If you now see that particles and energy and information can move from here to 
there without traversing the intervening space, then certainly you understand that your 
past can be your future! …for you personalize yourself and all things …and all random 
events as you are, …and in this the universe is itself …and is also as you are. 

65. In the distant past data·information …and the promise of much more was 
coalesced …or more intensely bound together by memory [Book 10] …and energy 
appeared, to be coalesced further, such that composed particles, atoms, and molecules of 
matter appeared …all held together by memory, …actually, in this, every physical thing 
and event in the universe is memory! …because memory appears in and of everything 
…visible and not·visible! 

66. In the same way, your imaginative eternalself in memory appears in and of 
everything visible and not·visible in your self and life! 

67. And though you probably won’t understand this now, it is important for you to 
understand that your trueself~which is who you are naturally and all the promise (not 
potential) you are~clearly appears in every event and action and experience in your life 
today [Book 3, 11]. 

68. Spiritual is not in and of all things …and spirit is not the foundation of all 
things! …nor the field in which all things exist, …memory is! …and memory does not 
oppose physical …whether visible or not·visible as spirit and spiritual do, …actually, 
memory randomly accretes data·information to forms …and sustains them, …thus, 
memory particularizes everything so you can personalize and maintain all things and 
events as you are, …memory is a greater and finer spirit than spiritual is! …and 
memory, not memories [Book 10], always “functions” to expand and benefit you in every 
way …and never opposes you! 
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69. Body·you, as a physical being is particularized by memory and DNA memories, 

so “you” can personalize your self and life as you truly desire, …unfortunately, through 
languaged beliefs and memories, you personalize yourself as language demands …not as 
you desire! Your beliefs are language …and you believe your beliefs through language, 
…which results memories of your beliefs, memories of believing your beliefs, and 
memories of reacting to them! 

70. You think, speak, and act out your languaged-memories …and emotion your 
languaged-memories, such that everything in your life today is founded on memories 
personalized by memories! …but, since your languaged-memories do not reveal or 
accurately portray you or the natural universe, most of what you believe about yourself 
…and everything in life is badly distorted or downright false! …however, so as not to 
oppose you, the universe is as it is …and simultaneously is as you are! …in other words, 
the “truth” of yourself is all around you, not within you! 

71.  To accomplish this, …and this is vital! …all things and events in the universe 
are random data·information! …but you don’t really understand random …do you? 

72. Random does not mean “accidental” …but does mean “unintentional” 
…data·information, …so the universe, in being free of any intention, enables you to be as 
you desire …every aspect of which the universe clearly reproduces and offers back to you 
in a different form, which enables you to clearly experience yourself! …random enables 
the universe to be this way for each person!  

73. How is this possible? …well, if you see a tree, you do not have a little tree-
image in your brain! …light reflecting from “something out there” impinges on the rods 
and cones in your eyes …and is converted to impulses of data·information which, by way 
of optic nerves, are transmitted to your brain …where the data·information is “seen” as a 
tiny tree …but, of course, there is no tiny tree inside of your brain …just 
data·information! 

74. The original tree, composed of matter-energy, was really data·information held 
together by memory …which you converted to optic-data·information-pulses …and, in 
that, reformed the “appearance” of tree as you are! …and as you convert 
data·information “stuff” appearing in the universe to the pulses of any or all of your 
senses, you personalize the data·information the universe has randomly particularized as 
tree …and everything else as you are, …and the universe remains as it is! …and 
everyone else does the same! 

75. The universe is a constant, consistent, and dependable environment in which you 
can be and live as you truly desire! …the universe does not present or offer intentional 
things, conditions, events, or situations you must harmonize with …only random 
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data·information …for you to do with as you are; …of course, what you personalize of 
the universe is only “as you truly desire” if you are “as you truly desire”! 

76. The universe promised to be to you as you are unto the universe, …and it fulfills 
its promise at every moment! …are you now willing to live in a universe that promises “to 
be to you as you are to yourself”? If so, then, first, let’s turn the clock back 1800 years 
to Alexandria, Egypt, where Ptolemy, the last great ancient astronomer declared that his 
observations proved that “the earth is stationary at the center of the universe”. 

77. Ptolemy’s belief remained the standard teaching until thirteen centuries later 
Copernicus demonstrated mathematically that, in fact, the earth and planets steadily 
revolve on their axis while orbiting the sun, …and, of course, Galileo saw through his 
telescope that Copernicus was right …but you still seem to believe that the sun comes up 
and the sun goes down around the earth, …well, it sure looks that way …doesn’t it? 

78. However, this heliocentric process does not mean that Ptolemy was wrong in 
declaring the earth to be the center of the universe, he was only wrong in saying the earth 
is stationary, …for expansion of the universe enables earth to be the center of the 
universe no matter where it is, …and the moon and stars and other planets are also the 
center of the universe! 

79. For centuries, it has been declared that order, such as the consistent movement of 
planets and the sun following a geometric pattern reveals intelligent design of this world 
…and thus an intelligent designer, …however, it is obvious that memory alone creates the 
geometric order of motion, not divine intelligence, …and, further, as memory continues 
at a distance, at any distance, the entire universe beyond this planet can certainly 
display or follow the same  …or a similar pattern or order without that indicating divine 
creation of the universe. 

80. Of course, this is true and revealed in the context of the geometry of motion, but 
much more is additamentary in different contexts …some of which might seem to conflict 
with this pattern of motion …or even expand this and other understandings. 

81. Is it possible for you to reach a scale of understanding beyond geometry …and 
see that expansion enables the center of the universe to be simultaneously everywhere 
…not just here or there? …or have you been seduced into believing that if all stars and 
galaxies are moving away from every other star and galaxy, then, at one time all matter 
in the universe existed somewhere as a singularity? 

82. The idea of an expanding universe beginning from a singularity in a Big Bang 
explosion is merely an assumption! …for a red-shift-proof of galaxies moving away from 
each other can also be explained by a variation of time over astronomical distances, …or, 
as has been suggested by some scientists, “the universe isn’t really expanding, it is making 
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more space”, …and, of course, there are other explanations that suggest a steadystate 
universe, “appearing” to expand, …especially since the constant, blackhole destruction of 
energy and matter to mind as quiescent data …and reforming to energy and matter 
enables an ever-renewing steadystate to exist, …however, since this continuous renewal 
process can also occur in an expanding universe, for the purpose of discovering Ptolemy’s 
“center of the universe”, we will continue considering this in an expanding Big Bang 
universe, …however, this universe is expanding from a multitude [Book 12] …not from a 
singularity. 

83. Everything you believe is a singularity or oneness is actually a multitude! 
84. Are you willing to reconsider everything you believe about yourself and the 

universe? If so, then, if you draw stars and galaxies and other “stuff” of the universe on 
the surface of a balloon and blow it up …like a Big Bang, all images of stars and 
galaxies will move away from each other on the surface, …and move away from every 
place within the balloon …not merely from a particular point …or singularity, 
…actually, every point within the balloon is the center of the universe of stars and 
galaxies and “stuff” which move away from every center within and upon the balloon, 
…and if this universe ever collapsed, it would collapse to every point in the universe 
…not to a single point! 

85. The universe and everything in the universe is a multitude! 
86. What is your place in this universe …do you know? …you live on a planet 

orbiting an obscure star in the outer edges of an insignificant galaxy in a part of the 
universe which offers very little to write home about, …yet, in all of that bland 
obscurity, you are the center of the universe! …not just the center of your private 
youniverse, but the center of the universe of “all things”; …you are the center of all 
things …and all things in the universe “reach out” from you!  

87. Those who long for “simpler times” when everything in the universe revolved 
around the earth as the center of a limited cosmos don’t realize that those simpler times 
still exist! …only we now know that, instead of revolving around the earth, everything in 
the universe reaches out from each of us as the center …and from everywhere else in the 
universe as the center …as well; …only in this way can the universe be congruent and 
reliable throughout …and consistently knowable, …and be to you as you are …and to 
everyone else as they are! 

88. Following this pattern, everything in your life reaches out from a coherent 
context that is you and within you no matter where you are or where you go. This is your 
place in the universe, …at the center! Do not surrender or forsake your place in the 
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universe to another! …after all, there is an important reason why two things cannot 
occupy the same space in the universe at the same time, …yet, they do! 

89. And though it is difficult to see close up, your being the center of the universe 
does not mean that everything revolves around you, it means that everything reaches out 
or expands from you! …are you as you truly desire? …as you would have all things be 
reaching out from you as the center of the universe? …are you a constant and reliable 
center? 

90. What a magical moment it is to realize that you are the center of the universe! 
…and everywhere you go …that is magical as well! 

91. There are no ideas, concepts, awarenesses, purposes, beliefs, laws, or other 
abstractions or guiding principles of the universe, and no unifying oneness or aspiration, 
only particular “things” randomly interacting with other particular “things” so you can… 
No! …the universe is not without intentions and principles so you can be and live as you 
truly desire, for that would be an intention …wouldn’t it? …the universe is completely 
random particulars without any overall design or purpose, … therefore, you can always 
be and live as you desire …and make of your self and life as you truly desire, …and, in 
that, you make the universe in your own image! …are you as you truly desire? 

92. Because the random universe offers everything without any intention or purpose, 
the world was, at one time, believed to be chaotic, oppressive, and unreliable! …as a 
result, ancient people created Gods to “explain” every unknown event and situation they 
suffered with …and as a way to bring some degree of order and harmony …or even 
meaning and purpose to their lives, …and everything in life revolved around those Gods. 

93. But now you understand that the universe of data·information is to you as you 
are to you …and your being the center of the universe means that one place, position, or 
point-of-view is no better or finer than another to understand things and occurrences of 
the random universe, all images offer the same advantages! …whether or not you know 
it, you are a God of illuminatedknowing in the universe [Book 8 and 11]. 

94. In the same way, the true context of your self and life [Book 6] offers the same 
advantages for understanding yourself …and the universe around you, …therefore, you 
should consider whether or not you are awakening, enlivening, and realizing all that you 
are! …and the universe you desire! 

95. Remember, as all positions in the universe are the center of the universe, all 
contexts of life are equally advantaged, …therefore, if you believe you are advantaged 
…you are not! …if your position in life is better or right …it is not! …if your way is 
finer …it will fail you! …if you judge or struggle against other positions and images of 
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life …you lose! …and if you justify or aggrandize your position …you alone limit or 
destroy your advantages! 

96.  In order for matters in a random universe to function reliably …and be 
knowable, there must be an unchanging constant to relate all matters to! …and for the 
physical universe in which you live, that one constant seems to be the speed of light! …for 
though you and matters can move to within 99.99% of the speed of light, that last tiny bit 
cannot be attained or exceeded by energy or matter. 

97. Are you willing to consider that data·information-mind is a different matter 
…not limited or controlled by physical matters? 

98. Below the speed of light, all things and events in the universe can be reliably 
known, …however, if the speed of light in Einstein’s E=Mc2 is a variable, you can never 
know anything real about energy or matter in the universe, …fortunately, in the physical 
universe, the speed of light is constant and dependable! …but your language-method of 
knowing is limited, faulty, and completely unreliable! 

99. As the energy (E) in a unit of mass (M) is the unit of mass times the square of 
the speed of light (c2 …186,000 x 186,000), …the data·information-mind (M) in a unit 
of energy (E) is the unit of energy times the square of the speed of light (c2 …186,000 x 
186,000) …which is M=Ec2. In Book 3, we will ask you to consider that you are 
simultaneously living a composed mortal self and life …and an eternalself and 
liveliness that is not composed, …are you now willing to consider that the universe is 
both physical, composed, and mortal …and data·information, not-composed, and 
eternal? 

100. In the physical·composed·mortal universe, the speed of light is a superlative that 
is not exceeded …and which acts to “organize” the levels and matters and appearances of 
the universe according to “a ratio of the speed of light and the flow rate of time”, which 
for a three dimensional cosmos within the universe spans from a ratio approaching three 
to a ratio slightly exceeding three. 

101. Of course, you must understand that in using the term “dimension” we mean a 
vibrational rate at which matters appear as something in a similar context. This is much 
like a holographic appearance …and does not mean direction …or appearances in 
height·width·length; …do not confuse context of appearance with form of appearance! 

102. Do you remember our discussion of seeing a tree [1A 73-74]? …in that 
discussion, you converted a formed tree to data·information of optical impulses and then 
transformed those impulses back to a tree-image in your brain. 

103. Now, consider that, in much the same way, the universe randomly accretes data 
to information to energy and matter to tree, …but in all of this, the composed·mortal·tree 
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is also, like optical impulses, not-composed·eteranl·data·information, …and as you 
simultaneously know the energy·matter tree and the data·information tree, you can know 
and live a mortal self and life in a mortal universe …together with an eternal self and 
life in an eternal universe. 

104. Mortal·eternal do not oppose or supplant each other …they are simultaneous but 
not one, …they are individual in communion! 

105. This brief discussion is intended to indicate that, like the world around you and 
the universe as a whole, you have different forms of appearance in different contexts of 
life …all within the natural universe [Book 15]. 

106. Your finest aspects are those that are constant and reliable as you would do to 
yourself eternally …not aspects that are judged “right or good”. 

107. Can you envision all things of the universe, seen and unseen, forming one single 
whole? …in which even the smallest aspect has an effect on the greatest? …that is the 
multitude of oneness! In this, is Nature or the natural universe trying to produce or 
evolve a higher or greater order of things …or expressing the order that already exists? 
This is the alpha and omega of life …the foundation and expansiveness of all things! 

108. In this view, you, as a foundation and tiny aspect of the universe, are not 
learning·growing·developing, …you are awakening and enlivening your awareness and 
realization of the greater foundation and wholeness of yourself …and expressing that! 

109. Life is not about learning and enduring trials, life is an adventure into new 
areas of meaningful possibilities …and bringing those to life! …remember, all of life 
expands out from you! 

110. However, instead of living as you truly desire …maybe because you do not 
understand the way and signs of eternal …and in a desperate struggle to survive and be 
happy and satisfied, once you experience a desirable event, you try over and over to 
recreate that event …or a similar experience again and again, …but you seldom succeed! 

111. And while you struggle with this reaction and recreation, you lose all active 
awareness and realization of your expansive and eternal self and life …and matters all 
around you seem to be happening to you! 

112. Because of these beliefs and actions, you have a fairly narrow and rigid concept 
of yourself …and who you are! …and what makes you happy …and feel fulfilled and 
satisfied! …and when you consider your desires and awarenesses …and evaluate them 
against your life and experiences, it certainly seems in many instances that you haven’t 
lived up to your hopes and dreams …and expectations, …doesn’t it? …what went wrong? 

113. If you have been searching for “right answers”, is it possible for you to concern 
yourself more with a belief’s or idea’s usefulness in your life than with its absolute 
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rightness? …or completeness? …or truthfulness? …after all, truth is only a languaged 
concept! …and if contradictory beliefs and ideas are not contradictory “on some level”, 
they are not contradictory on any level! 

114. To adventure in life, it is necessary to take “the road less traveled”! …an “open 
road” of expansive awareness and realization! 

115. From all of this, we can declare that the world around you which you enliven to 
function orderly and harmoniously as the context for your self and life is not a separate 
world or universe …and is certainly not an attitude about the random universe in which 
you live, …it is your way of experiencing, presenting, and understanding the universe 
…and realizing yourself! 

116. The closer you live to the context you would live eternally [Book 6], the more 
enriched, fulfilled, and awarefully self-realized you will be in your life! …such that, 
though to others it appears you have transcended the universe, this is merely the way in 
which you reliably live as an eternalbeing in the natural universe. 

117. As everything in the physical universe is constantly moving about, the constant 
speed of light …and all that implies is the only fixed aspect in life that enables you to 
observe and know the universe; …in a similar way, you can only know and experience the 
expansive order and harmony of your personal self and life relative to a constant and 
reliable context! …however, there is nothing better or more-privileged about your way of 
life …as opposed to any other way! …nor is any other way of life finer than your way! 

118. Of course, if the context of understanding yourself and the universe is 
data·information-mind instead of energy·matter-material, then the context of your self 
and life expands tremendously …but still provides the constancy and consistency you 
“need” to know and realize your self and life, the world around you, and the universe, 
…after all, your mind can certainly travel …even faster than light to the outer reaches 
of the universe and take it all in! 

119. Think …and you cannot exceed the speed of light! …mind and you can! …and 
that minds a completely different context for you and the universe in which to live and 
realize, …however, you normally slow your language-thinking down to mouth-speed 
…and, in that, you destroy your awareness and realization of yourself as an 
eternalbeing! …and the context of that self and life! 

120. Time and space are so intertwined that travelling fast into a future place 
actually moves you into the past, …for if you were to approach the speed of light, you 
would find that things of the past that were behind you will appear as matters ahead yet 
to be experienced, …in this, you are not seeing delusions …or things to be, it is that you 
have yet to experience what you have previously become! This is a fine description of your 
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eternal self and life …and the universe you surrendered for language …and minding at 
“mouth speed”, …why are you still limiting your self and life and mind so? 

121.   Do you see in all of this that no predesigned pattern, objective, or purpose 
appears in the events and conditions of the universe? …even if you observe the earth 
orbiting the sun …and declare that a pattern, since that orbiting occurs within the context 
of a motioning universe without intention, that orbiting remains random! …and 
everything in that universe is also random! [Book 22] 

122.  In the same way, all events are random! …such that an event does not mean 
this or that! …and though appearances like planets orbiting suns, can be deceptive and 
seem intentional, each orbital event is random, such that, like the universe that is itself 
and is as everyone is, and the center of that universe is everywhere, each random event, 
free of purpose and intention, can be itself and also be as you are wherever you are 
…however you are in life, and simultaneously be the same for everyone else …no matter 
where or how they are, …so each person can perceive, personalize, and experience each 
event as they are, …actually, each event experiences and personalizes you and everyone 
else as eternalbeings [Book 3]. 

123.  From all of this, you can see that the earth’s orbital motions, the movements of 
all bodies in the universe …including yourself, and all events are particular …yet 
random, meaning without intent·design·purpose, in such ways that they are perfectly 
reliable and predictable on local, solar, galactic, cosmic, and universe levels …and 
simultaneously much much more; …and events and physical laws and principles are also 
reliable and predictable as they are individually personalized …yet, those laws and 
principles are also uncommitted data·information, …if it were otherwise, the universe 
would be limited to languaged-truths·commandments·dictates, …however, as you perceive 
matters now, you can certainly see that all events and natural laws or principles are 
themselves as they are, yet can be innumerably personalized as you are, such that they 
never limit or restrict you! 

124. It is not wicked or sacrilegious to break the “supposed” laws of the universe 
…for which punishment and amends are due, …simply because there are no crimes or 
transgressions in the universe! …actually, there are no lows! …now do you understand 
the source of your struggles and conflicts in your body and life? 

125.  You and all things and events …being held together by memory, which joins 
them …or memorys them, but does not necessarily particularize them, creates the 
“appearance” of being deliberate and intentional …but they are still random, …are you 
willing to see and live all events and things, truths and natural laws, facts and 
happenings, space and time, and even your self and life  personalized as you are? …if 
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so, are you as you desire to be in the future? …and have you always been as you truly 
desire to be or become? 

126.  Do you really understand that all random things and events which are current 
in your body and life today are past? …and have a past? …a memory past of 
data·information before being experienced and set into memories? …remember, as we 
said before, …the future self and life you want to create …and the eternal self and life 
you hope to have …are eternal in the past as well. 

127. Can you see that as an eternalbeing you and your life are simultaneously 
eternal into the future …and into the past as well? In this, there is no beginning or end, 
…however, there is a foundation upon which everything in your past and future occurs at 
every moment, …and you are that source and foundation! …such that, as an 
eternalbeing, everything you do to become …you already are! …and your eternal past 
clearly substantiates that! Since that is true, if you leap to being who you want most to 
be, your past and future will completely confirm that! 

128.  The question seems to be, “Are you willing to be what you want to be?” If so, 
why not be that now …and live it today? What are you waiting for? 

129.  In the same way that the universe and all events are random, though your 
existence seems purposeful and meaningful, you are merely a random occurrence, …but 
don’t complain about that …for you have won the random-lottery …and here you are! 
…with an extensive past and present, so let’s consider your place in the universe, which 
by the way is still random …so you can be and live the promise of yourself and things as 
you desire, …however, if you don’t understand this, there is, for you, a barrier between 
you and memory …and between you and the promise of yourself! …ohh, you can 
certainly sense that promise …but you cannot truly realize yourself …or awarefully be 
your eternalself …or live it! 

130. Are you really willing to live and realize your eternalself  and life? …or would 
you rather live your memories over and over eternally? [Books 3, 10] 

131.  Memories form a barrier between the you of language and memories …and the 
eternal memory·you and promise you are, …do you see that by living the events and 
experiences of your self and life you are living by memories …and forsaking the eternal 
promise of yourself? …and the promise of all things? To live the eternal self and 
promise of yourself and all things [Book 3], you must live by memory …not by memories! 

132.  The promise of all things has nothing to do with “spirit or spiritual”, for every 
aspect of you and the universe, visible and not-visible, is physical and natural [Book 9, 
15] …not spiritual, …and what you think or believe is spiritual is in every respect 
physical …not other-worldly! 
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133.  Do you understand data A colliding with data B memorying information AB? 

…and AB colliding with CD memorying ABCD? …and because CD brought E to the 
relationship from a previous collision, the memoryed information is actually ABCD …E? 
…and do you remember that if E previously collided with F and G, then this memoryed 
information is actually ABCD …E …F …G? And do you remember that there is a 
body·you born in the world …and a mindful·you borne into this world? And do you 
remember our saying that you …mindful·you have so intimately associated with your body 
that you have lost all real sense of yourself as an eternalbeing? 

134.  If you remember these things …and understand them, then surely you see that 
collisions of ABCD are external collisions, and all things that come to you are external 
as well! …do you realize that all emotions seemingly within you are actually external of 
you …and externally induced? Do you remember that the mindful·you borne into this 
world is a separate entity from body·you born in this world? …and do you remember that 
the world and universe around you are as you are to yourself? …if you remember these 
things, then certainly you see that “there is no inner-you!” …all things and events are 
outer to you! …ohh, there is an inside of your physical body …but that is not an inner 
you! 

135.  Can you understand that inner-images and feelings are actually outside of the 
you borne into this world? …that pains and illnesses in your body are outside of you? 
…that emotions you sense and thoughts you think are outside of you? The inner-world 
and sense of yourself you’ve been told are true and real is actually outside of  you, 
…there is no inner-you to struggle with or oppose the world around you! 

136.  This also means that what you refer to as “your soul” is also outside of you! 
…and is not your soul! 

137.  If you don’t sense or feel or understand the correctness of these things, then the 
self that is truly you that was borne into this world is too firmly identified with your 
body, …do you really believe it is wise to continue in this way? …and do you understand 
that you cannot know or realize yourself from the inside? …yet you do have a sense that 
you are much more or other than the body and life you have composed and identified 
yourself with, …don’t you? Would you like to know that self? If so, stop “looking 
within” …it is common within everything around you! [Book 3] 

138.   Whether physical, spiritual, or mindful, you believe you are a product of 
evolution …or an evolving being …growing to a greater and finer self and future, 
…however, you are a product of memory …not evolution! Do you sense that memory 
reveals you have an extensive present and past? …while memories and evolution merely 
hint at a future? In the completeness of the universe, memory does not deny future …it 
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brings that to you today! …while evolution builds upon the past to create a hoped·for 
future, …the greatest difference is that in memory, not memories, you can live the 
greatness you already are, while in evolution, what you were is whilom …so you must 
struggle through cause and effect to become what you already are and truly desire to be 
…but don’t realize; …understanding this, which would you choose to be and live …what 
you hope to compose and become? ...or everything you truly desire? …which you already 
are? 

139. As we described before, if you are living events and experiences and things, you 
are repeating whilom matters over and over …and forsaking your eternalself! 
…therefore, if you want to live the expansive truth and promise of yourself and all 
things, you must live by memory before whilom …which creates particular things, events, 
and experiences, so you can get ahead of events and conditions in your self and life 
…and always live the fullness of yourself regardless of what is occurring around you, 
…are you willing to live that self-evidentingly? …eternally? 

140.  Memories of events, experiences, and things keep your body alive …but they do 
very little for you! …do you want to live survival matters over and over …hoping for the 
future you desire? …or do you want to live the promise of yourself and all things right 
now? …and at every future moment …especially the promise of what you are but have 
never experienced directly in this life? 

141.  Like memory, nonce-memories are active in everything visible and not·visible! 
…a tree limb has nonce-memories …in that if you bend it down the branch will seek to 
return to its original position, …metal also exhibits nonce-memories in much the same 
way, but trees and metals probably do not have memories as we know them and distort 
them …and misuse them. 

142. Memory holds random events and matters and experiences together without 
composing them [Book 11], which “seems” to portray a universal rule or law, …yet 
everything is random …not planned or intentional, which enables you to compose and 
personalize events and matters as you are …or be and live as you truly are without 
composing! 

143.  Previously, we discussed how the ever-self-renewing universe destructs unused 
matter and energy …and unnecessary random data·information-events and experiences 
in massive and minute blackholes …and recycles everything back to quiescent mind as 
data …to again be memoryed to information and coalesced to energy and matter; …in 
much the same way, are you willing to recycle your personalized memories, which are 
controlling and limiting you, back to the universe? …or, at least, are you willing to 
renew and repersonalize everything in your body and life through memory? 
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144.  Everything in life is particularized randomness of data·information, 

…actually, every thing and event is itself …yet it is also promise! …not a promise nor 
any particular promise …but unlimited promise, …which is not an unlimited number of 
promises. There is particularization of promise in promise …yet promise is you and is for 
you as you are to yourself, for you are promise! …however, if you don’t know who you 
are …your promise disappears! …and if you rely on memories to reveal you …your 
promise will remain elusive! [Book 9] 

145.  While everything in life is particularized randomness, particularized and 
promised by memory …but still random, you have the privilege to personalize yourself 
eternally as you truly desire [Book 5], …unfortunately, following language, you 
personalize according to language and carry that in memories …and sacrifice the promise 
and eternalbeing you are, …that may not be desirable, but that is the way you have 
personalized yourself and all of life! …and every thing and event in the universe fully 
“supports” your doing exactly that, since that’s what you have chosen and done to 
yourself, …have you chosen well? …eternally? …and as you truthfully desire? 

146.  Do you see that randomness held together by memory appears to be intentional 
…but is not? …appears to be meaningful and purposeful …but is not? …appears to be 
created and caused by a creator …but is not? …appears to follow “laws” …but does 
not? …appears to be fundamentally and ultimately spiritual and unknowable …but is 
not? Of course, this also means that you were not purposefully created either, you are 
particularized randomness, …do you care that you are a random occurrence? …after 
all, you exist! …so, now that you exist, how will you personalize yourself? …and what 
will you do? After all, everything in your body and life is personalized by you …for you! 
…have your personalized wisely …and as you truly desire? Do you understand 
personalizing …not composing? [Book 11] 

147.  However, before continuing with how you will be in life …and what you will do, 
…let’s return to the Big Bang, assuming there was a big bang, …after all, though it 
appears there was a Big Bang, considering the randomness of the universe, a Big Bang 
is not required for the universe to be where it is today; …maybe the big Bang is just 
another language-distortion of the universe, …however, most people believe in 
“beginnings” …and believe the Big Bang occurred in an instant of time, …but what is an 
instant of time …do you really know? Science says that in 10-36 second the universe 
expanded from infinitely small to the size of a melon, …but how big actually is a melon-
size universe? …you don’t really know that either …do you? 

148.  In that instant of time …in a melon-size universe, the greatest civilization ever 
could have arisen, flourished, and vanished …and remain today only in memory’s 
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memories; …were you part of that civilization? …or other civilizations which maybe you 
sense today but have completely lost and forsaken? 

149.  And speaking of other civilizations, did you know that, apparently, hydrogen 
and helium were created in the Big Bang …and the other elements were created, 
randomly of course, in stars? …which means that as stars vary throughout the universe, 
they create entirely different environments and civilizations and forms of life, …so, you 
could have been part of many different civilizations at one time or another! 

150. Now that you know you have lived before …and have an extensive past, that you 
are random …just like the universe, that you transform data·information into things and 
events …and then convert everything back to data·information, that you are living time 
forward and backward …such that what you want to become you already are, that you 
can mind faster than the speed of light …and memory as expansively as the universe, that 
you have access to illuminatedknowing [Book 8], that the universe is to you as you are 
…and as you are to yourself, and that you are simultaneously composing a mortal self 
and life in an eternal self and life …just as the universe is doing! …are you willing to 
acknowledge that you are not only God in your own universe, but, because you are 
always the center of the universe …where you personalize all things as you desire, you 
are a God of the universe? 

151. Einstein referred to God as “the old one”, …therefore, if you are unwilling to 
openly acknowledge yourself to be God, …are you at least willing to declare yourself to 
be “the old one”? …for as an eternalbeing, you certainly are an old one in the universe! 

152. Now, in this chronicle of the data·information universe, let’s return to when 
space and time first appeared… Actually, this is incorrect, for there was no “before time 
and space”! …for time and space existed, but before objects, both time and space were 
quiescent …not active …but became simultaneously active as data·information became 
“stuff” which enabled “things”, as particles and energy, to actually appear and move 
about …and accrete, such that, following the pattern of dynamic data appearing here 
then appearing there …colliding with other data …and, in that, expanding by memory to 
information that coalesces to energy …and was additionally coalesced to matter in active 
time and space …more “stuff” actively accreted to form and appeared! 

153. Several years ago, when particles of salt were put in a plastic bag in space 
…and shaken, the random particles stuck together into clusters through accretion and 
memory, …and as the shaking continued, the clusters grew in size and began attracting 
other particles and smaller clumps of salt …such that individual clusters grew even 
larger. 
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154. From this experiment, scientists finally realized that the earth was originally 

formed in this way from solar dust clouds, …and later, this aggregation of matter 
melted together to begin forming the earth as we know it today, …and this accretion was 
completely random! …without intention or purpose! 

155.  In a sparse cloud of widely dispersed particles, those particles that randomly 
collide·entangle·accrete tend to hold together through memory …and grow larger as a 
unit until its mass attracts other particles …and then more and more particles until, 
eventually, the mass of particles grows so large that gravity forces the cloud of particles 
to become even denser, …and as the temperature increases, the cloud coalesces even 
further, grows hotter, and becomes a protostar …within which atoms of tightly bound 
particles careen about out-of-control …raising the temperature of the collapsing cloud of 
particles thousands of degrees until the mass ignites …and a star is born! 

156. Solar dust clouds come about as stars and consume themselves! …for the life of 
a star depends upon its mass, but it also seems that smaller, dimmer stars use their mass 
sparingly …and live much longer than massive stars which burn brightly …and quickly 
fade! It is important to remember that, like a star, you are always consuming yourself! 
…so what are you doing to constantly nourish yourself? …not your body or memories or 
emotions, but the unseen self that is truly you? …the eternal self of a dramatically 
different time and place which is also this moment …and which was borne to this world? 

157. Memories are recorded and maintained in your brain for active and direct 
application to enhance your personal survival, while memory is encoded and stored in the 
cells of your body to reveal and enhance you through every belief, thought, attitude, 
emotion, word, and action! …are you willing to fully enliven every cell of your body to 
your eternalself? 

158. If so, then certainly you see and understand that though your body is a temple 
of faith, it clearly serves as a library of data·information for the communion of your 
personalself·eternalself …and, in this, your body is a vehicle for clearly living and 
expressing the fullness of yourself! 

159. It is through the commonality of every individual action and experience [Book 3] 
that you are able to fully live your eternalself·personalself in communion [Book 7] 
without interference or contradiction! 

160.  Traveling forward in imaginative-mind …backward in languaged-time, through 
personalized memories to memory, you can discover your eternalself [Book 3] and see if 
you were part of ancient earth-like civilizations …or many others! …that eternalbeing is 
the foundation of the self you sense and have personalized in your body and life today! 
…however, in living by languaging and language-forward …sometimes called cause and 
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effect, you have forgotten the memory you are, which is what you hope to become, and, in 
that, you supplant your eternalself and life with a composedself and life, …which you 
will surely lose! 

You are advancing backwards! 

161.  Now …we have some dark matters to consider. Observing the action of gravity, 
which is memory functioning intensely, scientists have calculated that 80% of the universe 
consists of an unknown invisible substance called dark matter …and dark energy, 
…which seems to indicate that dark is the natural state of the universe …and light is the 
aberration, …in fact, light and the speed of light are physical limitations or defects 
…because darkness is actually the greater light of the universe! 

162.  When you clearly picture an image in your brain …or when you dream at night, 
though your images appear to be “seen”, since there is no light involved in dreaming and 
imagining, aren’t these “visions” actually dark matter images? …and aren’t they clearly 
and brightly pictured in mind? It seems that what you image in the darkness of mind, or 
in memory or promise, is more-brilliant and intense than what you see in the light of light 
…and in life! 

163.  Had your DNA body developed on a planet orbiting an infrared or ultraviolet 
star, it would have developed infrared or ultraviolet seeing eyes rather than ones that 
depend on visible light, …and with a different set of eyes, the same universe would look 
and be entirely different to you, because the information you receive and process would 
be entirely different than matters as you see them through light-dependent eyes …and 
consider to be “the truth”, …actually, seeing and experiencing through light-sensitive eyes 
significantly limits the data·information you have to apply in understanding the world 
around you …and in knowing yourself in that world. 

164. You rely on your eyes for gathering and presenting 90% of your information 
about yourself and the world around you, …in fact, what you see plays a much larger 
role in what you believe and how you live than all of your other senses combined! …in 
this, does light offer you an expansive view of the universe and the world around you? 
…and of your self and life? …or does light limit and restrict you? 

165. The entire spectrum of electromagnetic energy is a critical aspect of the universe 
…and visible light is a vital part of this energy, …therefore, using visible light to gather 
90% of your awareness about yourself and life …and the world around you seems 
appropriate …wouldn’t you say? Well, let’s see! 

166. The electromagnetic spectrum is so large and diverse that if it is pictured on a 
roll of film, that film will be about 2500 miles long …stretching from Texas to Alaska! 
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…and somewhere near the middle of the film strip …close to Vancouver, will be one 
single frame called visible light, …and that one frame of light is what you rely on for 
knowing yourself and most of life, …does that seem wise? 

167. Actually, your eyes only see a tiny portion of a tiny portion of what is given off 
by lighted objects, …and then, as we described before about seeing the reflected image of 
a tree [1A 73-74], you transform what you see to data·information impulses …and then 
convert that data·information back to a tree-like image. 

168. Maybe your great dependence on visible light is not so wise after all! …for you 
can see much more by the illumination of reason and imagination than you ever can by the 
illumination of light! …and reason and imagination reach far beyond enlightenment …to 
illuminatedbeing. [Book 8,11,51] 

169.  No matter what eyes you have, the universe is as it is …and is also as you are! 
…therefore, though you have light-dependent eyes, you can know an entirely different 
self and world, …but you only seem to know the “you” that is reflected to you in a 
mirror, …isn’t it about time to close your light-dependent eyes and see yourself and the 
world around you expansively and more clearly in mind? …for your light-dependent 
eyes have narrowed your field of vision and knowing! …isn’t it time to get a broader 
image of your self and life than what you have limited yourself to through light …and 
your light-dependent selfimage? 

170.  Light is an intruder in the universe!  …and relying only on reflected forms or 
visible objects deprives you of 90% of the world around you …and an expansive 
awareness of yourself! …for you are largely composed of dark matter! 

171.  It seems that enlightenment limits, lessens, and restricts you! …and clearly 
seeing what does not appear is a first step to expanding your awareness and realization 
beyond the enlightenment of light. Are you willing to behold your self and life and the 
universe more-full as they truly are …instead of limiting yourself only to seeing what is 
visibly appearing …and barely sensing some of what is not visible? 

172. Your reliance on light has blinded you! …and deceived you! …for you are 
relying on reflections; …could it be that what is not·visible, yet is clearly seen, is truly 
alive? …for your self and life that exists independent of lighted-spacetime is genuinely 
personal …in a personalized-spacetime, …however, this personal spacetime world is all 
around you …not within you, …but you are too blinded by light even to see yourself, 
…and too dependent upon light to realize much without light. 

173.  The universe expanding into the darkness is expanding into “the light of 
darkness”, …and you “standing between a world of light and a world of dark”, are not 
standing between awareness and ignorance, between life and death, between good and 
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evil, or between right and wrong, …for in the light of darkness, dualities do not oppose, 
they complement and fulfill one another …just as the spacetime of light complements the 
spacetime of darkness. 

174.  The spacetime of darkness does not mean “turn off the lights and everything will 
be different and revealed”, …the spacetime of dark matter in the enlightened darkness of 
mind is completely different than what you are accustomed to in the light, …and what 
you see and experience in the darkness of mind is clearer and more-expansive than what 
is encountered in the light, for, as in dreams, darkness is brighter and more-illuminating 
than the glitter of light …because everything is seen and experienced directly in mind not 
perceived as a reflection in light transfigured from data·information. 

175. At present, the composed and reflected self and life you know …as exposed and 
revealed in the light of experiences and memories limits and lessens you! …actually, you 
are wasting away in the light of your blindness! …are you willing to see yourself fully 
and clearly …and realize the multitude and commonality of your self and life in the 
light of darkness …in mind and memory? 

176. The illuminated truth of yourself lies in the communion and interaction between 
your composed and observed self [personalbeing, Book 4] and the self [privilegedbeing 
Book 5] you can behold! …neglect or disavow either and you forsake your 
illuminatedself and knowing [Books 8 and 11]. 

177.  However, …in looking aback, spacetime is quiescent! …and without an active 
spacetime, a beginning does not exist, …and if a beginning doesn’t exist, an ending 
doesn’t exist either, which means that an original birth and death are false appearances. 

178.  Do you believe in life after an appearance of death? …or hope for life after 
that occurrence? If so, which life are you living now, your life before death …or your 
life after death? Maybe the reason you cannot clearly describe the meaning of spiritual 
…or know your spiritual self and life is because this is your “spiritual” self and life! Is 
this your life of life …or your spiritual life after death, …you don’t know …do you? 
…and you cannot know …right? 

179.  Why ever do you assume this is your life of life? …and a spiritual life after 
death will follow …and be greater? Maybe this is the greater life you have forsaken to 
language and memories …and you are missing out. If this is your life of death, couldn’t 
your life today be your “life review”? …and if this is your life of death, what life do you 
expect …or hope for? …or look forward to? 

180.  Is this your dreary self and life today …or the great-civilization-life of the Big 
Bang moment? [1A 147] …you can’t tell, can you? …but, because of language-forward 
you are certain this is not a great-big-bang-civilization-life, …aren’t you? 
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181.  Do you believe that, in any way, you will pay in life for your faults and 

failures? …your sins? …or even your crimes and misdemeanors? …or maybe you believe 
there are no consequences for your actions. Well, in fact, actions continue as actions 
…not as consequences [Book 19,22] …and all faults, failures, and sins decompose  
[Book 11] …leaving nothing to be judged or paid for! …of course, in this, there is nothing 
to be rewarded for either! Do not struggle to make amends with others, amend your 
beliefs and self! …better yet, transform your self completely [1D] 

182. However, if you do believe in a life of consequences for a life of misdoing, …do 
you really know whether your life today is your life of misdoing …or your life of 
consequences? …you don’t know, do you? …but, if you did know, would you change your 
beliefs and attitudes about your self and life today? What beliefs and attitudes would 
you change? …and how would you do that? 

183. After you think about that question, We’ll continue by considering that because of 
memory, all aspects of the universe have more than just a relative relationship to other 
nearby aspects …which have a relationship relative to their nearby aspects, and those 
aspects to others …and to an every-increasingly widening circle of related relationships 
…these relationships are dependencies! …such that every aspect and body of the universe 
exerts a memory-attraction or pull of dependency on aspects around them, …and more-
massive bodies create a more-massive attraction and dependency around them!  

184. Do you remember our illustration of aspect AB memoryed to CD which 
memoryed to E which is memoryed to F and G and H …etc? The more-massive a body is 
of such complex aspects …or the more-densely those aspects are coalesced and composed 
into a body of multitudes, the greater the memory attraction or pull of dependency is 
upon surrounding bodies. 

185. Apologies to Einstein! …gravity is not a bending of the fabric of spacetime such 
that smaller bodies fall toward and orbit larger bodies, for spacetime is a fluid …and 
gravity is the dependent attraction of memory within that fluid! 

186. Can you understand dependency being attractive in “both directions” as 
codependency between two bodies? …such that the attraction increases with mass? 
Gravity begins as memory between two aspects of a particle …and increases as more and 
more aspects and particles are attracted and entangled! 

187. Are you willing to undo the massive strangle-hold that language and memories 
have on your self and life …and memory yourself as you genuinely are? …and, in that, 
repersonalize yourself as the eternal privilegedbeing you are? …and finally know 
yourself again as you truly are? …and fully feel and live your trueself and life again? 
…wouldn’t that lighten the load you are carrying in your body and life? 
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188. The universe has hardwired emotions into your brain! [Book 23] …how does that 

affect how you feel about your self and life? Before you get disturbed …or feel lessened 
or overburdened by your emotional self and life, realize that though emotions are 
hardwired …your inducers of each emotion are not! …those inducers are yours to 
personalize as you desire! …as such, every event and experience …and your self and life 
are not about emotions, they are about what emotion you have chosen to induce in each 
event [Book 23], …actually, just about everything in your life today is about your 
composing to induce emotions! 

189. What is important to realize in this is that your memory-consciousness of what 
you have not experienced directly …and your emotions are clearly and strongly linked, 
…indicating that your most-intense emotions are not about what you are composing and 
experiencing …or have experienced, but are about what you have not experienced directly 
in this life …but have composed in mind. In this, your most intense emotions are about 
the anticipation of what you assume or expect or fear will occur …and less about the 
happening or experiencing itself, …actually, the event or experiencing the event 
frequently changes or lessens the emotions of an experience. 

190. There is a great anticipation in anger and fear and love …yet these emotions 
quickly change or lessen in experiencing what or whom you are angry about, fearful of, 
or in love with. From this, it appears that extraordinariness and intensity exist more in 
the mindful promise of things and matters than in achieving, possessing, or experiencing, 
…could this be the reason that instead of  truly being yourself, you deny yourself so? 
…or why the future of yourself always seems just out of reach? …or you keep matters 
out of reach as a way to preserve the intense and extraordinary feelings of promise? 
[Book 9]  

191. Do you understand how memories keep you feeling ordinary? Is it possible you 
feel that your “trueself” will not be as extraordinary as you dream? …maybe just being 
alive has destroyed your intense and extraordinary feeling of being alive! 

192. Or, is it possible that you are so fearful of your intense feelings that you 
compose [Book 11] matters and experiences in your body and life to “lessen” your 
emotions? Does the thought of eternal life actually distress you? Don’t be too quick to 
deny this! 

193. Do you really believe there is an end to promise? [Book 9] …that you will meet 
and complete your dreams and desires …and destroy your intense anticipation? …do you 
actually think life is that small? …or that even the real you of memory is that small? 
Are you so concerned that your exceptional will be so ordinary that you are willing to die 
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in anticipation? …do you see in this what language and memories and emotions have 
done to you? 

194. Are you willing to memory, personalize, and live every day what you have not 
experienced before in this life? …wouldn’t that be intense and extraordinary? …and 
isn’t that truly “living in the moment”? 

195. If you think back and try to recall yourself, you cannot recall beyond your 
memories and your DNA·self, …can you? …however, if you lived a memory-self and 
life “before”, and you did! …you have memory of that and a form of self “beyond” 
memories; …and how you have personalized memory beyond memories is your eternalself 
today! …but you don’t see this, …do you? …actually, you sense your extraordinary 
memory-self and life, but you are burdened by the attraction and attachment of 
experiences, memories, and induced emotions …and your dependency upon them!  

196. Personalized memory “beyond” memories! …is this memory forward into the 
future or backward in the past? …you don’t really know …do you? Languaging-forward 
has you believing in future and anticipating becoming …yet, outside of the “deception of 
language” you are today, in personalized memory, what you hope someday to become! 

 
You already are what you dream of becoming! 

 
197. Having described this universe …and your place within it in little ways, are you 

willing to see and experience this for yourself? …up close and personal? …in more 
detail? If so, then remember that no matter what you see or experience all around you, 
this is the past! …and beyond your immediate surroundings, which you claim to know 
reasonably well, your knowledge fades rapidly and dims into conjecture, …and the 
closer and deeper you look, the further into the past you are seeing …which is your 
future! 

198. In your language and perceptions, though you think the past is gone and the 
future hasn’t arrived …so you live in the present, none of this is true! …you actually live 
in nonce time, meaning “for this occasion”, …but, because of memories, you are living on 
the leading edge of the past …seeing, feeling, experiencing only the past over and over. 

199. Following language, you see and experience change and infer time, but, no 
matter what language declares, Mother Nature is not to be controlled, inferred, or 
“fooled with”, …life moves equally in both directions …from past to future and from 
future to past, …such that what you most desire to become is what you are! 
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200. Obviously, though you live in the present, you only see and know the past, …why 

are you so reluctant to see and know yourself in the deepest and clearest past possible? 
…which is your future! Look past memories and you will see your future! 

201. Because of your languaged memories, the time you infer in every situation is the 
time you live in. You think you live in a steadily measured 24-hour flow of time, yet, you 
don’t even know if you move through time or time flows all around you, so you rely on 
languaged changes and memories to set the pace of your self and life …and you bet your 
life on that, …do you create and live the time of your life wisely? 

202. Just 500 years ago people relied on the sun coming up and the sun setting to tell 
time, and they built clocks to measure the interval between rising and setting …and they 
regulated their body and life accordingly, …and while it is declared that they only lived 
about 40 years, since observed change then was far-slower than today, the inferred time 
lived 500 years ago was much longer than today! 

203. When Galileo’s telescope “verified” that the earth orbited the sun, our cosmic 
view was changed forever, yet you still believe the sun comes up and the sun goes down. 

204. In looking at the universe through a telescope, you are at the center of all you 
observe, but you can see only to the limits of what your telescope and beliefs reveal, 
…and it seems that your old beliefs are too precious to change …and you are going to 
cling to them …no matter what! …and though the atmosphere of your beliefs distorts 
everything you see …and drastically limits you, even what you see and your limitations 
are too precious to change. 

205. Astronomers since Galileo have felt limited by their telescopes …and by earth’s 
atmosphere, such that in 1947 when the Hubble space telescope was first considered, it 
was founded on the idea that by putting a telescope above the atmosphere, our view of the 
cosmos around us would be much clearer; …in much the same way, to clearly see and 
understand your self and life …and the world you live in, and even beyond, you must get 
above the atmosphere of your distorted beliefs, experiences, emotions, and teachings 
…and beyond your memories and language, …and though astronomers using the Hubble 
telescope haven’t seen beyond their language and memories …you can! 

206. At the beginning of this Chronicle, we asked, “have you ever considered the 
possibility that the universe is so plenary that it is as it is …and simultaneously is as you 
are …and as you are aware …and is also as everyone else is and as they are aware? In 
order for this to be true, and it is! …all things and events, including time and space, 
must be random, …and they are! …and you order that randomness as you are …and as 
you are aware, and you experience all things as particular aspects of the universe 
…believing events follow the dictates of natural and reliable laws and truths happening 
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to you, …however, in reality, the universe and all events are still random …yet appear 
intentional; …the funny thing is, the intentional you sense and experience is your own 
intentional …and you don’t see that …or understand it! …are you willing to think of a 
different you and different world around you? …and a more-expansive intentional for 
yourself? 

207. You think! …or maybe it is that you only think you think, …for you don’t even 
know how to create a thought, so how do you think? Alive in a mindful universe, you 
never create a thought, for thinking and alive are synonymous! …and as long as you are 
alive, you are thinking, and as long as you are thinking …you are alive, …therefore, you 
form or reify thoughts, you do not create them, …you control and try to direct mind 
…and you confine, focus, and limit mind …and call that thinking …does that seem 
reasonable? 

208. In Lewis Caroll’s Through the Looking Glass, the White Queen told Alice to 
think of at least one impossible thing each day, and the White Queen even bragged  
a little that some days she thinks of three impossible things before breakfast. Following 
this advice, can you think of thinking in some impossible way other than by controlling, 
confining, focusing, and limiting your minding to language and memories? In other 
words, instead of coalescing mind down to individualized thoughts that you become, can 
you coalesce your individualized thoughts up to mind? …can you think beyond language-
thinking? …and live that? 

209. All entangled things remain entangled or “interconnected” by memory …but they 
are not controlled, confined, or limited by memory …they are promised by memory! 
[Book 9] …can you think in entangled, interconnected promise-forms …not in 
personalized-forms? …which have seriously confined your composedself and life, limited 
your minding to language thinking, distorted your awareness and realization, and stolen 
your eternalself and life from you! 

210. You personalize and mind the universe as you are! …have you personalized 
yourself wisely? …desirably? …and as you truly desire the universe to be? 

211. All material “stuff” and objects in the universe are solid configurations of 
mindful beliefs, thoughts, emotions, ideas, and concepts, …which enables them to be 
experienced directly and consistently, changed and exchanged, combined and altered, 
converted into many different forms, …and, though remaining constant and consistent, 
may be changed again and again …and experienced directly, …while beliefs, thoughts, 
emotions, ideas, and concepts as data·information are frequently inconsistent and 
whispy, constantly varying, and difficult to grasp and hold on to. 
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212. Solid forms of data·information-mind can be easily and consistently experienced 

and understood …and will remain relatively steady and constant over a lifetime 
…during which the interrelationship between beliefs, thoughts, emotions, ideas, and 
concepts can be memoryed …or experienced and remembered, …or set aside for later 
consideration. 

213. Material “stuff” and matters of the universe bring your thoughts and ideas to 
life and form …and use! …and provide a reasonably·steady, dependable, and reliable 
mind in which to live and function! 

214. You only experience and remember your own mindfulness! …and the world you 
live in is the world of memories you have created for yourself, …such that, in all things, 
you are struggling with and against your own mind and memories! 

215. Your entire life depends upon your vision and holding things in mind, but, for 
most people, visualizing and holding matters or patterns in mind even for a short time is 
difficult, …therefore, the basic elements of mindforms are maintained in material “stuff” 
and objects around you! 

216. The constancy and consistency of mind is maintained from moment to moment 
…and from yesterday through today to tomorrow in mindful objects …which, in creating 
feelings of reliability and dependability, offers you a sense of realized sureness …which 
brings about clarity and freshness, …and tends to overcome doubt and uncertainty, 
maintains constancy while your attention is focused elsewhere, and offers expansive 
awareness through concentration, stability, and form. Forms are dependable copemates, 
but, unfortunately, you treat them as antagonists! 

217. Every aspect of the natural universe …especially material objects, enable you to 
clearly see and experience yourself and your mind! 

218. Those who frequently declare, in one form or another …loudly or quietly, that it 
is fruitless to speculate on the nature of the universe and world around you …that it 
must be experienced directly …not engaged in intellectually, don’t seem to realize or 
understand that you only experience as you already believe, which means that most 
actions and experiences to expand or change your beliefs and life are meaningless! 

219. Therefore, unless you are completely satisfied with every aspect of your self and 
life today …and you are willing to live that over and over to eternity, it is advisable to 
consider how life and things in the universe, including yourself, may have gotten to the 
state you perceive and believe and experience today …and simultaneously may be entirely 
different or other, …for until you understand all things in that way, you won’t change 
your beliefs and ways and experiences, …which means that you and matters will remain 
pretty much as they are for you today! …is that what you want to continue? 
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220. Ohh, the world around you may change drastically, but by maintaining the same 

beliefs, though everything is different, your experiences will remain essentially the same! 
…which will convince you that your beliefs and things as you believe them to be are 
entirely correct …yet they may be completely incorrect …or inappropriate for you! 

221. Only by understanding how you and the universe and the world around you 
could have come about in an entirely different way than you believe …and yet appear to 
you as you think things and events are today will you change your mind about yourself, 
your life, and the world you live in …and experience matters differently! 

222. Do you see in this that, in every belief, statement, experience, or action, if you 
do not fully consider how matters could actually be …or have become as you think they 
are, you are confined in your own thinking? 

223. If you are in conflict with yourself, life and all things will appear to conflict 
with you, …if you do not know yourself, life will seem unknowable, …and if you are not 
in accord with yourself …or you feel threatened by yourself, life will seem threatening 
and not in accord with you as well. 

224. Are you living as you truly desire? …or as best you can? Do you understand 
how this attitude, one way or the other, completely controls and affects your sense of 
yourself and the universe? …and your awareness of everything in the world around 
you? 

225. Do you really have the freedom to live as you truly desire? …well, believe it or 
not, life is to you as you are to yourself! …and you and the universe are not as you 
language them to be, yet, just to accommodate you, they can and will appear to you as 
you language them to be, …therefore, all efforts to understand your self and the 
universe and your beliefs as you believe these things to be …and language them 
…confines you in language and in your old distorted languaged-beliefs …which you 
cannot see beyond. 

226. Ask yourself, “How could I and all things within me …and in the universe all 
around me have come about such that they appear and are languaged in one way, yet are 
also entirely different or other?” …for unless you can answer this question to some 
reasonable degree, you will not change what you already believe …and language to be 
true! …and nothing will change within you …or around you! 

227. As long as you use language as the tool to discover and language yourself and 
the world around you, what you discover will be languaged! …but neither you nor the 
universe nor the world around you actually live or play by language …or by the rules 
and underlying structure of language, …and that fact alone accounts for the pain and 
illness, conflicts, doubts, and disappointment in your life! 
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228. Think beyond the rules and limitations of language …then apply language only 

to describe what you have discovered, …because, if nothing in the universe is actually 
only as it is languaged to be …and it is not! …then neither are you! 

The universe always and in all ways supports you! 
 


